
 

 

HAWKWARE SOLUTIONS 
HAWKWARE™ is a suite of software solutions built on top of the powerful 

SOLIDWORKS® product line by a dedicated development team at Hawk Ridge 

Systems with decades of Engineering, Manufacturing, Design and Development 

experience. 

The HAWKWARE product line grows directly from our customer engagements.  

Your real-world challenges drive our solutions to Automate, Integrate, or 

Enhance your SOLIDWORKS and SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional investment. 

HAWKWARE for SOLIDWORKS 
SOLIDWORKS is an amazing design platform that successfully serves a myriad of industries.  The HAWKWARE team 

builds on that incredible platform using its free and open API to create adds-in and applications to improve your 

experience, automating common operations. 

HAWKWARE Tools for SOLIDWORKS | PRICE: FREE 

HAWKWARE Tools for SOLIDWORKS is a FREE add-in for any SOLIDWORKS user with 

a range of useful utilities, as well as useful links to Hawk Ridge Systems resources.  

These are some of the included capabilities. 

• Fillet Renamer – Renam fillets and rounds with their radius values 

• Pixels – Get creative with screen grabs of your models and drawings 

• Design Assistant – Group reference geometry (planes, axis, sketches) for 

easy hide & show 

• Drawing Creator – Batch create drawings of models in a folder, or currently 

open using your own template 

• Task Creator – Simple To-Do list that stays inside the SOLIDWORKS file 

• User Macros – Tie your own macros to SOLIDWORKS events like Open, Save 

or Rebuild 

• Explode Configurations – Saves each configuration of a model as a unique 

file 

• Resource Monitor – Mini dashboard of PC resources in use by your 

SOLIDWORKS session 

  



 

 

HAWKWARE TreeView™ Studio | PRICE: FREE 

Design reviews take on a wide variety of forms, from ultra-high-tech VR rooms, 

to 3D printed mock-ups, to printed Excel spreadsheets.  TreeView Studio offers 

another option, for those who best relate to an org chart layout.  Visualize your 

SOLIDWORKS models in a tree with high-resolution thumbnails, quantities, and 

property values.  Like your trees horizontal? Or maybe even inverted?  

TreeView Studio can do that.  You can save out the entire tree as a high-

resolution image, ready for printing and review. 

TreeView Studio lets you build your assembly structures from scratch, should 

you need to plan your designs before modeling. Use SOLIDWORKS template 

files, along with existing hardware and designs.  Add the important custom 

properties and allow SOLIDWORKS to create new parts and assemblies for you. 

CUSTOMTOOLS BASIC | PRICE: $199 

Powerful batch file conversions, batch printing and custom property management help you spend more time on the 

creative problem solving you love to do in SOLIDWORKS, and spend less time making sure your properties are filled out, 

and all the required prints and deliverables are created. 

Key capabilities include: 

• Automatic part numbering 

• Automatic file naming and saving 

• Advanced Property Management 

• Batch Printing 

• Batch Sheet Format Actions 

• Batch File Conversions 



 

 

CUSTOMTOOLS PROFESSIONAL | PRICE: $999 

Building on all the powerful, time-saving automation found in CUSTOMTOOLS Basic, CUSTOMTOOLS Professional adds 

even more capabilities around manufacturing outputs, system integrations, and data organization. 

Key capabilities include: 

• All the Basic capabilities 

• Custom Property synchronization between Models and Drawings 

• External database lookups 

• Sheet metal tools, like automatic flat pattern and bend sheets 

• Intelligent DXF outputs for manufacturing 

• Project-based default values and save locations 

• Customizable Excel Reports 

• ERP Linking 

 

  



 

 

HAWKWARE for PDM AUTOMATION 
SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional enables a wide range of access control, and process automation for your complex 

SOLIDWORKS design data.  The free and open API provides the HAWKWARE team with a powerful platform to extend 

that automation into new areas, adding new value to your investment in SOLIDWORKS. 

HAWKWARE PDM CUSTOM NOTIFICATION | PRICE: $1,495 

The workflows in SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional make it easy to notify teams when documents move through your 

processes.  But often you have subject matter experts that need to review certain documents.  Creating separate 

workflows or adding many complex transitions to accommodate all 

the possible combinations is prohibitively daunting.  What if you 

could use your data cards to deliver notifications to exactly the 

right person, every time, keeping your workflows as clean, and 

simple as possible?  Custom Notifications from HAWKWARE 

enables that vision.  We even let you define your own message 

templates, to tailor the contents of the notifications, to specific 

areas of the workflow, or type of notification.  Delayed-in-state 

notifications are also accommodated, providing the Administrator a 

handy report to show just how long your documents have been 

delayed. 

 

HAWKWARE PDM CHANGE CONTROL BOARD | PRICE: 

$995 

The workflow setup in SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional is an easy and powerful way to control document approvals.  It 

even allows for parallel approvals using variable roles.  But sometimes your documents require specialists to review and 

approve them.  Setting up separate workflows or 

complicating the parallel transitions may not be a 

viable option.  What if you could select the 

important users on the documents data cards, 

and ensure that only they were given the power 

to approve?  What if these key approvers were 

established at the project level, so all the 

documents in that project were accountable to 

the same team?  The Change Control Board from 

the HAWKWARE team gives you that power.  

Keep your process consistent, and your teams 

flexible, while ensuring data integrity. 

  



 

 

HAWKWARE AUTO-DOCUMENT NUMBER | PRICE: $995 

Serial numbers in SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional provide an easy and automatic way to uniquely identify your vault 

documents.  Since these are initiated through templates or data cards, you may be limited in formatting and counters, 

especially if your documents serve many unique 

purposes.  For example, a Microsoft Word 

document may represent a legal document, 

Engineering work instructions, Human Resources 

policy, or a Marketing plan.  These may all need to 

be uniquely serialized, based on business rules and 

departmental coding.  The Auto-Document 

Number add-in from the HAWKWARE team makes 

this possible.  With a simple button push, your 

users can enter the relevant coding information, 

and our add-in will assign it the correct counter 

value and rename it. 

 

HAWKWARE PDM REVISION ROLLBACK | 

PRICE: $295 

Not all document change efforts in SOLDIWORKS PDM Professional go exactly to plan every time.  Sometimes the 

changes just need rolled back to the last approved state.  For a single document this is a fairly simple process from the 

PDM History.  But for assemblies, or drawings 

referencing models the process gets a bit more time 

consuming, and error prone.  Administrators are 

justifiably cautious about permitting users to rollback at 

all.  Especially since there are no safeguards in the 

rollback permission to prevent it from rolling too far 

back.  The HAWKWARE team solves this dilemma with 

the PDM Revision Rollback add-in for SOLIDWORKS PDM 

Professional.  Your administrator can now create a 

rollback state, and give users access to a transition to it, 

letting the add-in do the rollback, only as far as the last 

assigned revision. Since this add-in runs as a proxy user 

with rollback rights, the users don’t require rollback 

rights at all.  This safeguards your data, and the integrity 

of your processes. 

 

  



 

 

HAWKWARE PDM ADVANCED CONDITIONS | PRICE: $2,500 

SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional includes some sophisticated conditions, controlling which documents enter each 

workflow, and if, and when they proceed to the next state.  There are even warnings to prevent the check in or 

transition of parent documents, where the references are either in another workflow state, or outside the vault.  What if 

you need a deeper level of control?  Do your parent documents reference the “latest” version of their child documents?  

Are the child components already approved?  PDM Advanced Conditions from HAWKWARE gives you the control to 

ensure that parent documents are not approved ahead of their children or approved with out of date references.  You 

can even tell it to ignore certain states.  This prevents references in other workflows, like the library of purchased parts, 

from holding up the assembly approval. 

HAWKWARE PDM SYNC CARD VARIABLES TASK | PRICE: $495 

SOLIDWORKS Drawings are a 2-dimesional representation of your 3-

dimensional models.  In a simple world the properties of one would always 

match the other.  But we don’t live in a simple world, and your 

SOLIDWORKS models and drawings are probably not simple either.  

SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional data card variables can, to an extent, 

update a drawing with properties from the models.  But there are many 

common scenarios where these can easily get out of sync.  The PDM Sync 

Card Variables Task by HAWKWARE gives you a flexible way to decide which 

model variables should update to your drawings, and when.  The flexible 

task architecture means you can perform this update on a schedule, during 

a workflow transition, or even on-demand with a simple right-click. 

 

 



 

 

HAWKWARE for PDM INTEGRATION 
SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional provides a solid foundation for managing all the complex product data generated by 

your SOLIDWORKS users.  But often there are other departments that need to either update you PDM teams or pull 

important information from your vault.  The SQL Server back end and open API for PDM Professional enable the 

HAWKWARE team to tailor integration solutions to a wide range of requirements and business systems.  We even built 

our own API platform to provide the growing number of cloud enabled solutions a URL-based way to push and pull 

information to your PDM environment. 

HAWKWARE REST API FOR PDM | PRICE: $15,000 

The freely available API (Application Programming Interface) for SOLIDWORKS and SOLIDWORKS PDM vastly expand the 

use cases and interoperability with other systems.  Using these to expand the capabilities for SOLIDWORKS PDM 

Professional were limited to the Windows desktop experience, until now.  The HAWKWARE REST API for PDM now gives 

your developers and integration providers a flexible platform to create applications and exchange data with PDM vaults 

in non-Windows environments, like mobile apps, and web pages.  The opportunities for integration and enhancing your 

PDM experience are now officially limitless. 

 

 

 

  



 

 

HAWKWARE PDM DATABASE EXPORT TASK | PRICE: $2,495 

If your business is like most of our customers, you have information about your products in many different systems.  

Getting those systems to actively communicate with each other can be a challenging task.  The HAWKWARE team 

created the PDM Database Export Task 

to provide you with a flexible, 

configurable solution to writing 

information controlled by SOLIDWORKS 

PDM, into other databases on your 

network.  SOLIDWORKS PDM 

Professional tasks offer a powerful way 

to keep this information updated on a 

schedule, as a part of your PDM 

workflow, or even on-demand through 

a simple right-click operation.  The 

flexibility of the task architecture even 

allows multiple outgoing updates to 

multiple systems, at multiple supported 

trigger points. 

 

HAWKWARE PDM DATABASE IMPORT TASK | PRICE: $2,495 

Information about your products often resides in multiple databases within your organization.  What if you could 

configure your SOLIDWORKS PDM vault, to automatically query some of those databases, to keep information about 

your documents and projects current?  The HAWKWARE PDM Database Import Task provides the mechanism to do 

exactly that, regardless if your other 

databases are SQL or Oracle based.  

With the flexibility and traceability of 

the SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional 

Task architecture you can update your 

vault data on-demand with a right-

click, as part of your workflow 

automation, or on a recurring 

schedule.  Since Tasks are configured 

independently from each other, you 

can pull from multiple database 

sources, using any combination of the 

supported triggers. 

  



 

 

HAWKWARE for PDM ENHANCEMENT 
SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional is a powerful management platform for your complex SOLIDWORKS design data.  The 

HAWKWARE team leveraged its open API to add even more capabilities, maximizing your investment in the 

SOLIDWORKS portfolio.  The two primary areas our solutions focus on are BOM management and activity tracking.  

HAWKWARE TEAMWORKS PROFESSIONAL | PRICE: $495/USER 

Does your team need a simple, flexible way to assign and track tasks and work associated with your SOLIDWORKS PDM 

Professional design documents?  Are you looking for an easy way for any user to start a discussion about your most 

valuable design data?  TEAMWorks Professional by HAWKWARE gives you the flexibility to define, organize and assign 

tasks for your vault users.  Estimate time requirements, and let your users enter the real time they spend on each task, 

giving you meaningful metrics for project and resource planning.  Dashboards provide actionable overviews of all 

TEAMWorks Professional activity from a global level, all the way down to individual users and projects. 

 

 

  



 

 

XBOM | PRICE: $495/USER 

Expand the SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional BOM management capabilities with xBOM.  

Aggregate BOM items from CAD, Excel, CSV, or add your own custom items.  Instead of manually 

completing your Engineering BOM in Excel, let xBOM complete it in trackable, re-usable form, that 

you can manage like any other document.  Create phantom BOMs for your spare parts kits and 

consumables.  Build project or product BOMs from your modular designs, without opening the 

SOLIDWORKS CAD application.  Ensure that your BOMs are up to date by maintaining intelligent 

links to your PDM, SOLIDWORKS and Excel sources.  Leveraging the power of PDM Tasks, 

automatically export your finished xBOM to other critical business systems. 

HAWKWARE PDM FOLDER PERMISSIONS EDITOR | PRICE: $495/USER 

The SOLIDWORKS PDM Professional user experience is centered inside the Windows Explorer interface.  This provides 

familiarity to your users, to get them comfortable quickly.  But 

It also lends itself to perpetuating poor organization, or 

frequent re-organization.  The templates engine also provides 

a powerful way to automatically generate complex folder 

structures with pre-populated properties and group 

permissions.  But changes to these templates do not 

retroactively update the existing folder permissions that 

match the new template.  The PDM Folder Permissions Editor 

from HAWKWARE provides your vault administrators with an 

easy way to audit or edit the user or group permissions for 

large numbers of folders at one time, using powerful wildcard 

searches, and even group and user name filtering. 


